ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
he output of a rule-based expert system consists of two components -the solutions set and the belief in each solution, which is usually a single number called a probability, certainty, or confidence factor. The most common normative theories of uncertainty propagation in expert systems are Bayesian Decision Theory BDT [1] [29] , and Fuzzy logic [8] [24] [30] [36] . These theories are all based on rationality principles such as coherence, transitivity of choices, or the maximization of subjective utility.
Although there is a paucity of empirical research comparing the accuracy of implementations of normative theory-based systems, some basic conclusions are generally accepted [22] . For example Tong and Shapiro [31] showed the following for rule based systems:

A rule-base can be molded to suit a particular calculus.  Consultation accuracy decreases as the length of the inference chain increases.
Furthermore Wise & Henrion [32] and Henrion, et. al. [16] showed the following:  Bayesian Network [23] calculi performed the best of the calculi tested, in the sense that the its worst performance was better than the worst performance of each of the other calculi.  Fuzzy logic and certainty factors [29] calculate intermediate confidences as too extreme.  Certainty factor calculi interpreted data as less diagnostic than it really was and responded in the wrong direction 25% of the time.
The worst performances were in cases where items of evidence were strongly dependent for the hypothesis.
Our paper is organized as follows. First, we review the complexity of normative theory based nondeterministic expert system architecture, using Bayesian theory. This review reveals that normative applications today remain largely cost prohibitive. Next, we discuss an alternative descriptive approach we call the gamma factor calculus, which is an extension of the Certainty Factor approach pioneered in MYCIN. We will then show how the Gamma Factor can be used to compensate for dependent rule clusters [17] and to tune individual components of the rule base for more useful measures of belief.
T

NORMATIVE UNCERTAINTY MODELS FOR EXPERT SYSTEMS
Uncertain inputs in expert systems arise from three basic sources. First, the user may be uncertain of his factual knowledge. An example would be when a clinician thinks there is a 0.002 chance that any arbitrary patient has rheumatic heart disease. Second, the expert may be uncertain of the accuracy of a particular heuristic. An example of this would be when a physician believes an adult patient has a 0.6 chance of having rheumatic heart disease, given a positive test for that disease. Third, the user or expert may be uncertain as to the trustworthiness of a particular piece of evidence. An example would be a physician's belief in the accuracy of particular medical test.
The network shown in Figure 1 represents a hypothetical medical diagnostic belief system. The upper nodes represent possible heart diseases. Coronary Artery Disease (CAD), is a condition that affects the supply of blood to the heart. Rheumatic heart disease (RHD) involves damage to the heart and heart vessels caused by rheumatic fever. ChildRFev represents whether or not rheumatic fever was present in childhood. Test1 represents a specific diagnostic test indicating rheumatic fever was present in childhood. Test2 represents another such test.
Figure 1
So we see that the diagnostic hypotheses that our example system strives to resolve are as follows:
H1: patient has Rheumatic Heart Disease; or H2: patient has Coronary Artery Disease; or H3: patient has neither disease.
Each node in the network represents a proposition that has an associated certainty. For example, the node childRRev represents the expert's subjective judgment that a person had rheumatic fever as a child. (The base rate of childhood rheumatic fever in the population would be an objective measure for this.) An intermediate node like Diabetic can play two roles: it is diagnostic evidence for the connected disease nodes above, and a cause of the connected symptom nodes below. Each arc represents a belief dependence between the propositions. In rulebased expert systems these dependencies are represented as IF-THEN rules.
An expert system designer must choose a calculus that will cause the various certainty measures in the belief system to change in a reasonable way as new evidence is obtained. Such calculations must handle sequential evidence combination (i.e. effect of nodes Test1and ChildRRev on RHD), as well as parallel combination (i.e. the effect of Test1 and Test2 on ChildRFev). The calculus chosen must also handle updates to the rules and propositions.
Our paper uses a Bayesian framework to explain the issues of rule-based uncertainty calculi, because of compelling mathematical analysis supporting it as the most parsimonious theory of uncertainty propagation [5] [6] [21] [25] . Using Bayesian terminology, each arc in Figure 1 represents a set of rules, each with an associated conditional probability. In our example one rule is, "If a rheumatic fever was present in childhood, then doctor is somewhat certain that patient has rheumatic heart disease." During the expert system consultation, rules fire, and certainty measurements must ultimately be assigned to one of the three hypotheses.
The complexity of normative uncertainty propagation depends on the amount of dependent rules in the rule base. An understanding of why this is so begins with an understanding of the Bayesian concept of conditional probability. It is given by given by equation (1) below,
where p(H | E) is the posterior probability of H, given evidence E. p(E) is the total probability of E, an example of which would be the physician's belief that a certain medical test of any arbitrary person would be positive. The p(E ^ H) is the joint probability that both E and H are true. The definition of joint probability is given in equation (2) 
where p(H) is the prior probability of H prior to evidence presented. An example would be a physician's belief about the base rate of a certain disease incidence in the general population. p(E | H) is the conditional probability of E given H. An example would be a physician's belief about the probability that a medical test would be positive for a patient known to have the disease. Substituting (2) in to (1) we get the simple form of Bayes' theorem.
The ratio p(E | H) / p(E) is called the likelihood ratio. Bayesian theory prescribes that a person when presented with new evidence should update his prior belief such that his posterior belief equals his prior belief times the likelihood ratio.
Let's take a minute to see why it seems reasonable for a physician use Bayes' theorem to update his opinions as he receives evidence. First of all it seems intuitive that a physician has a prior opinion about the person's health, given no other specific medical information about that person. For example, let's suppose my physician thinks any arbitrary person has a .002 chance of having CAD. That's his belief about me prior to when I give him any other information. Furthermore, let's suppose that the physician believes that a 0.0025 fraction of the general population would test positive for CAD, regardless of whether or not the person actually has CAD. That is a measure of the test's accuracy, and a rational prior belief about my test result, before the test. Finally let's suppose that my physician believes that a 0.75 fraction of people who have CAD would test positive for it. That's another measure of the test's accuracy, and would be his conditional belief that a person who has CAD would test positive for it.
When my doctor sees my test result, Bayes' theorem prescribes that he re-evaluate his confidence that I have CAD, and in what direction, and by how much. Would it be rational for his posterior belief to elevate all the way to 0.75? No, because he believes the test to be somewhat in-accurate. The likelihood ratio (LR) prescribes what he should do. The LR thus summarizes the expert's belief in the accuracy of the test. The LR here is 0.75 / 0.0025 = 300, indicating moderate accuracy. So, since we have p(H) = 0.002, Bayes' theorem tells the physician to update his belief to 0.002 * 300 = 0.6, tempering his confidence by his low prior belief which was only 0.002. To drive his prior all the way to 1.0 would require a likelihood ratio of 500, the maximum theoretically possible in this example.
In rule based systems the LR can be applied recursively as rules fire. However this can be exponentially complex in the number of hypotheses and evidence elements. To see why, lets explore the form of Bayes' theorem given in (4) below
where E denotes a new evidential proposition, and e the conjunctive set of old evidential propositions. For example suppose we have a rule with two conditions, each evaluating to true or false. Then e would be a set with four elements, { (e 1 ^ e 2 ), (e 1 ^ ~e 2 ), (~e 1 ^ e 2 ), (~e 1 ^ ~e 2 )}.
Because of the numerator in equation (4), certainty propagation would require four elicitations from the expert, each corresponding to one element in the possible set of conjunctive conditions. In general, the number of certainty elicitations per rule in such a Bayesian system would be r n , where r is the number of values for a condition and n is the number of conditions. A rule with five ternary conditions effecting one conclusion could require 3 5 = 243 elicitations from an expert. This complexity can be avoided only if most of the items of evidence are conditionally independent.
To see why, let us examine the corresponding formula for updating the negation of the hypothesis.
Viewing (6) as three ratios, we see that the ratio on the left is the posterior odds on H, and the one on the right is the prior odds on H. The ratio in the middle is the likelihood ratio. Converting to odds, we can rewrite (6) as
P(E | ~H, e) Now let's see what happens to the likelihood ratio when we can assume independent evidence. Suppose that, if you already knew which of H or ~H was true, the old evidence (e) would not influence your belief that future evidence E will be present. That is:
P(E | ~H,e) = p(E | ~H)
Substituting the right hand sides of (8) and (9) into (7), the e drops out of the likelihood ratio and we get:
If (10) holds in a domain, the effect of the old evidence on the likelihood ratio can be ignored, the number of elicitations needed per rule reduces to two, and likelihood ratio uncertainty propagation is not computationally explosive. But we see that (10) is a very restrictive assumption, and is not robust across domains. For (10) to hold, a new item of evidence must be conditionally independent of the old items of evidence. In lay terms, conditional independence means two things. First it means that new evidence (E) is independent of the old evidence (e), if certain knowledge of the applicable hypothesis would render the new information (E) useless. This is a strong assumption, not usually holding in medical test domains. For example, suppose two medical tests would increase physicians belief about the likelihood of disease 1, but that neither is conclusive. If the physician knew the patient had disease1, then the two tests are dependent simply because they are performed on the same person. Only in the case where the physician knew the patient did not have disease 1, would the two tests be independent. Second, it means that two hypotheses are independent given certain knowledge of their causes. Suppose the physician believes that disease 1 or disease 2 arise from independent processes in the body. Thus the two diseases seem a priori independent. But furthermore let's assume the he believes that either disease 1 or disease 2 can cause positive results on test 1. Then the results of test 1 can explain away the results on test 2. And thus the physician's subjective likelihood of disease 2 becomes dependent on his belief about the likelihood of disease 2.
In summary, we see that applying normative theories of normative uncertainty propagation is very difficult, because of the large number of elicitations the expert has to give, and the inherent computational complexity. The most successful normative approaches have been Bayesian networks [28] . Leveraging graph theory, these algorithms address the computationally complexity by parallel computing. Furthermore the algorithms reduce the number expert elicitations needed, by assuming coherent values for those the expert is unable to give. However, there have been demonstrated cases where Bayesian Networks performed no better than random guessing [13] [16] [31] .
In response to the above challenges with strict adherence to Bayesian reasoning, other normative models were proposed. For example many systems today are based loosely on fuzzy logic. However fuzzy logic has been well explained using Bayesian theory [3] , so has not shed much light on normative theory. Furthermore early proponents of MYCIN's certainty factor system claimed their calculus avoided the above difficulties with dependent evidence [29] . However since then the certainty factor algebra has been shown to be a special case of Bayesian theory [14] [15] .
In brief, to our knowledge today, effective normative implementations of numeric uncertainty calculi in expert systems remain cost prohibitive. As a possible cost-effective alternative, we propose a new calculus which is instead based on how experts untrained in statistics actually seem to make decisions. We call this calculus the gamma factor calculus.
THE GAMMA FACTOR CALCULUS
Our proposal is loosely based on the pioneering work of MYCIN [29] . Instead of a probability, Shortliffe believed that uncertainties are better understood by most system builders as Confidence Factors (CNF). The CNF expresses belief in the accuracy of a rule or fact, on a scale from one to zero; where one means complete accuracy, and zero means total inaccuracy. Using our approach, system builders would use CNFs to measure the accuracy of rules. Users would use CNFs to measure the accuracy of variable values they input at run time. Our gamma factor calculus uses CNFs more like likelihood ratios than probabilities.
We base the gamma factor calculus in part on that of confidence factor calculi, first discussed in [18] and later embodied in many expert systems shells, including GURU [26] . Unlike the MYCIN system, which was designed for medical diagnosis only, GURU and many others like it are general purpose systems, and thus are highly configurable. These types of systems offer the builder many different uncertainty propagation calculi. However they offer little guidance on how to select among them. The four book User's Guide for CLIPS [12] makes no mention of CNF strategies.
Many of these general purpose systems elicit expert beliefs in the form of confidence factors [CNFs] . The scale of these ranges from -1 to +1. The calculi shown below in table 1 are typical [26] . Table 1 's calculi are sequenced from the most pessimistic to the most optimistic, for the case where the CNF of the conditions is 50 and the CNF of the rule is 90.  the confidence in the conditions entered by the user;  the confidence in a fired rule, considering the confidence in the conditions and the confidence in the rule assigned by the rule builder;  the combined confidence of rules that reach the same conclusion, and  the overall confidence in the chain of reasoning which supports the conclusion.
These general purpose systems are very difficult for a builder to understand and work with [26] . In most shells, one strategy is used for every rule in the rule base. Furthermore they do not take explicitly into account dependencies among rules. Our gamma factor calculus offers a simple straight forward, backward chaining alternative that takes into account rule dependencies. Here is a typical gamma factor consultation example.
Let's assume the expert has input the following rules: Suppose we ask our system the following, "What is the accuracy of a diagnosis of CAD?" First our system tests Rule 1. Then our engine would chain to rule 3, and determine the minimum CNF from it's condition list --in this case, 0.7. Next we use the product method to calculate rule 3's accuracy as .52.5. = 0 .7 * .75. This seems reasonable because rule 2's conditions are uncertain. Now we calculate rule 1's CNF using the product method, to yield a cumulative CNF in CAD for the inference chain using rules 1 and 3 of 0.446. = 0.52.5 * 0.85. Now rule 2 is tested. It will chain to rule 4, and determine the minimum CNF from it's condition list, again 0.7. Again the product method calculates rule 4's CNF to 0.525= 0.7 * 0.75. Then we use the product method to calculate rule 2's accuracy to 0 .47. = 0.9 * 0.525. So now our system has traversed two inference chains, each yielding a different accuracy for a diagnosis of CAD, 0.446 and 0.47. How should we combine accuracy measurements of two parallel evidence paths? Choose the minimum? Maximum? If we use the product method again, the result would not seem reasonable because 0.47 * 0.446 = 0.21, clearly too low. Most existing implementations either pick the maximum, or use the probability sum method [4] [11] using the logic that the conclusion is reinforced because it is reached from two independent sources. The probability sum would yield 0.6 = (0.446 + .47) -(.71*0.446), more reasonable perhaps. But what if the expert believes that diabetes and childhood rheumatic fever are highly correlated? This dependency means that a high CNF for diagnosis one would render the other virtually useless. In that case, a CNF of 0.6 might seem too high.
The above example shows that the probability sum method tends to produce optimistic diagnostic accuracies when pertinent items of evidence are dependent: it is easy to construct cases that when a sufficient number of rules fire, the probability sum method would produce a final consultation accuracy of 1.0 regardless of the CNFs in the knowledge base. On the other hand, the product method tends to produce pessimistic CNFs: With that method, the consultation CNF can never rise above the least of one condition of any fired rule, even if every other CNF in the knowledge base is higher.
To address this issue of dependent parallel inference in rule based expert systems, we propose an extension to typical certainty factor calculi we call the gamma factor (GF). The gamma factor results in a calculation, which is a weighted average of the product method and the probability sum method. In the research prototype, a Gamma Factor of 0 uses pure Product Method, a Gamma Factor of 1 uses pure Probability Sum method, and any value between 0 and 1 creates a weighting between the two.
The Gamma Factor may be implemented at many different levels of granularity for the four different CNF calculation situations; conditions, rule, rules which reach the same conclusion, and overall confidence. The research prototype partitions the rule base into Rule Clusters. Each individual rule cluster contains all of the rules that reach the same conclusion. The sum of the Rule Clusters is the Rule Base. The Gamma Factors are set at the Rule Cluster level, meaning that four different Gamma Factors are assigned to each cluster. It is also, of course, possible to assign Gamma Factors to individual rules.
If it is desired to assign Gamma Factors at the lowest level of granularity, all rules reaching the same conclusion be grouped in a cluster and presented to the expert so that he can assign a Gamma Factor to each component rule, taking into account the dependency relationships, while remaining cognizant of the rules firing order. In the example of figure 1, there would be two rule clusters for the diagnosis of CAD. We believe that improved inference can be achieved when the expert carefully tailors the Gamma Factor for each rule in the cluster.
For example, a GF of 1.0 would be used when the rules are completely independent, and result in a calculation equal to that of the probability sum method which would produce higher CNFs. A gamma factor of 1 in our example above would yield 0.6 = 1*.6 + 0*0.21 --probably too high if the rules are very dependent. At the other extreme, a gamma factor of 0 would result in a calculation equal to that of the product method, and would thus yield 0.21 = (0*.6) + (1*0.21), too low if rules are independent. On the other hand a GF of 0.5 will average the two methods. In the example above, that would be (0.21*.5) + (0.6*.5) = 0.41, perhaps the most reasonable in this example.
The major determinant of the Gamma Factor is the relative independence of the components. If two components are dependent, a Gamma Factor of 0.5, which averages the Product and Product Sum calculations become more appropriate. When two components are totally independent, a Gamma Factor of 0, which uses the Product Method, becomes more appropriate. In the case where the components are reinforcing, such as when two independent rules reach to same conclusion, a Gamma Factor of 1, which uses the Product Sum method, is favored.
We feel that the Gamma Factor approach has several advantages over current implementations. First, it is more granular, making it possible to more finely tune confidence calculations to achieve more accurate conclusions. Secondly, Gamma Factor recommendations are made possible through an analysis of independence. Thirdly, the Gamma Factor calculations are computationally inexpensive, unlike the Bayesian systems.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, at the heart of intelligence is heuristics, and at the heart of heuristics is belief. Unfortunately, as we have shown, early results of the trustworthiness of numerical techniques for uncertainty propagation in expert systems were unimpressive. Since then there has been a paucity of research in the use of such numerical techniques. However we believe that the careful experimentation with numerical techniques continues to be an important area of research. With this paper we hope to revive the debate about how best to implement numerical techniques in expert systems, and caution that implementations should take special care to make the expert aware of and given some control over the assumptions and possible biases that my result from a system's use. Our proposed Gamma Factor calculus offers a simple straightforward approach that simplifies and extends typical certainty factor calculi by adding the option to weight the diagnostic accuracy calculations for each rule in a cluster to minimize or remove the biases inherent in two popular certainty factor calculi for parallel evidence combination, probability sum, and product.
(A previous version of this paper was presented at he Applied Business Research Conference, Honolulu Hawaii, January 2007. It was entitled "Tuning the Numeric Uncertainty Calculi in Expert Systems.)
